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Character hierarchies
A focus on character relations has lain at the core of ideological approaches to literature (e.g. Pattynama 1994, Murfin 1996, Meijer 1996, Pattynama 1998, Minnaard 2010, Sidi-Said 2010, Song 2015, Mushtaq 2010, Fatima et al 2015.). When researching e.g. gender, race or class representations in literary texts, a convenient point of departure is to look at the ways in which characters are related with respect to their demographic profile. On the basis thereof, hierarchies between e.g. male and female characters, Western and non-Western characters, lowly and highly educated characters, can be analysed and interpreted.

In the last decade or so, a growing number of researchers have been applying social network analysis to fictional storyworlds (Alberich e.a. 2002, Stiller e.a. 2003, Elson e.a. 2010, Lee & Yeung 2012, Karsdorp e.a. 2012, Agarwal e.a. 2013, Jayannavar e.a. 2015, Karsdorp e.a. 2015, Lee & Wong 2016). The method of social network analysis provides promising perspectives on the analysis of character hierarchies in literature as it enables a more quantitative, formalised and bottom-up view on complex cultural constellations.

The present research integrates an ideologically oriented, close reading approach to character relations with a data-driven, empirically informed approach using social network analysis on a sample corpus of 170 recent Dutch novels containing 2136 characters. For all those characters extensive demographic information (gender, age, place of birth, place of residency, level of education, profession) has been gathered in earlier research (Van der Deijl, Pieterse, Prinse, Smeets 2016), as well as thematic roles (family, love, colleague, friend, enemy) between all characters.

Methodology
In order to discern relational patterns between characters in present-day Dutch literary fiction, key elements of character relations are formalised and quantified. The building blocks of a network are ‘nodes’ and ‘edges’: the first are represented by the characters in the novels, the second by the relations/interactions between those characters. This necessitates a formalisation of the concepts of 1) ‘characters’ and 2) ‘character relations’:

1) ‘Characters’ are defined as ‘people or creatures which to a greater or lesser extent are presented as human, existing of not more than a few linguistic features among which one or more names’.
As the issue of detecting characters in literary texts is complex (Vala et al 2015), the most pragmatic approximation is used. A list of character names is generated using Named Entity Recognition (NER). Characters names of which the frequencies are above a minimal threshold value are regarded as characters. Name variants of each character name are replaced in the text of the novels by a name-ID.

2) ‘Character relations’ are defined as ‘co-occurrence of character names in a window of N-words’.

The detection of character relations is customised on the basis of the narrative mode of each novel. The corpus has therefore been divided into novels per narrative mode, for each narrative mode another approach is used to measure the weight of the character relations:

1) **First-person narrated novels.** For novels with a single first person narrator, the weight of the relations of the first person narrator to the other characters is measured by occurrence frequencies of all the name variants of those characters in the novel as whole, as the whole novel can be regarded as the perspective of the ‘I narrator’. The weight of mutual relations between all the characters which are not the first person narrator are measured by co-occurrence frequencies in shifting windows of N-words.

2) **Third-person narrated novels.** For novels narrated from a third person perspective, the weight of the mutual relations between all the characters are measured by co-occurrence frequencies in shifting windows of N-words.

3) **Multiple perspective novels.** For novels narrated from multiple perspectives, the different perspectives are categorised as either first person or third person, after which the approaches of either 1 or 2 are applied to that specific perspective.

We will demonstrate the merits and pitfalls of these methodological choices by zooming in on three novels, one from each category.

**Results**

In this talk, we will present and evaluate the results of our approach to model character relations by exploring a range of generic questions for the corpus, such as:

1) How strong are relations between characters of a certain demographic profile? E.g. relations between Western characters and non-Western characters, relation between old characters and young characters, relations between highly educated male characters and lowly educated female characters, et cetera.

2) How strong are relations between characters that pertain to a certain thematic role? E.g. relations between friends, between colleagues, between fathers and sons, between mothers and daughters, et cetera.
In order to answer these questions the weight of the character relations in all novels are aggregated. By transcending the natural confines of each novel, character relations can be analysed and interpreted on a larger scale than is usually done in close reading approaches to character representations. Statistical measures as degree centrality, betweenness centrality and closeness centrality are applied to study centrality of certain relation types in the corpus. The results suggest that certain relational patterns are most dominant in present-day Dutch literary fiction as opposed to others. We will critically reflect on how those patterns can be interpreted in light of the long standing research tradition on character representations.
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